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As our political system and the economic structural reform develop unceasingly, 
the market economy growing quickly, and our national power being strengthened 
further , the socialistic democracy and legal construction being deeply rooted among 
people, the economic system becoming market-oriented, especially the economy 
environment changing after we joined the WTO, the economic sectors are diversified, 
the new economic profit pattern is formatted, and their coordination are complicated, 
the request of the transformation of our government’s functions become an important 
topic of our audit theory and business., that is how can tour national audit adapt to 
these system transformation nowadays.  
This article looks back to the history of our national audit system firstly, focusing 
on exploring the logic pattern, current situation, its advantage and disadvantage, then 
it draws lessons from other scholars’ research in foreign countries’ audit reform. 
Secondly, this article refers to changes of our society economy , politics , cultural 
environment, taking our country economic structural reform background in count, 
using the application chooses theory , interest group theory , rent-seeking theory and 
system change theory to analysis our audit system, which would certainly changes 
from administration pattern to the not-administration pattern. Thirdly, this article 
gives some suggestions for improve our audit pattern structure in the future. 
This article shows us the audit formation logic and the present situation of our 
administration-pattern audit, and then analyzes this pattern’s advantage and 
disadvantage. What is more, this article discusses four kinds of patterns of state audit 
system in other countries: the judicial pattern, the legislation pattern, the independent 
pattern and the administrative pattern state audit pattern, and then separately discusses 
their respective characteristic. The opportunities and the influence to our state audit 
system are analyzed as well, in the end, this article synthesizes our current country 
audit theory and research results, giving opinions to structure our national audit in the 
future.   
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